CORRECTION KEY FOR ESSAYS

ac  accent missing or needed
sp  incorrect spelling
agr agreement (gender, number)
art problem with definite/indefinite articles
om omission, something left out
se problem with ser/estar
wt  incorrect verb tense
wo  incorrect word order
wv  wrong verb
ww  wrong word
pron pronoun needed
[ ] unclear; redo bracketed area
awk awkward; redo
*  transition missing; very choppy
?  unclear; rewrite sentence

elements that need to be addressed in the final draft
  ____ include a relevant/concise title (only first word capitalized)
  ____ make all arguments support/connect the main idea
  ____ include explanations of characters/events that are central to your argument
  ____ limit length to one page
  ____ see syllabus on how to document essays
  ____ avoid listing of numerous events, instead focus on 2 and analyze
  ____ avoid recapping/re-narrating story, instead just analyze choice events
  ____ base analysis on facts presented in the text
  ____ delete new information from conclusion
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